
With Vitrium, you can choose our secure web 
viewer as the secure format to share protected 
digital content with your customers!

The best choice 
for an excellent 
user experience!

The Vitrium Viewer

1

The Vitrium Viewer can be accessed on any device 
and any major browser. There is no need to 
download any plug-ins or third party apps. You 
can allow your customers to access content 
anytime, anywhere.

Our web viewer combines a sleek and modern 
viewing experience with advanced 
features and tools!
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Convert Content to a Secure Web Format

Provide a Range of Annotations

Offer a Modern Reading Experience

With The Vitrium Viewer:

Protect Multiple Content Types



How Does It Work?

The Vitrium Viewer converts all supported content 
uploaded to your Vitrium admin portal, along with 
any fonts, images, and graphics, to a secure web 
format.

Upload any file supported by Vitrium 

Content is encrypted by Vitrium 
software

Fonts, images, & graphics convert to a 
secure web format

Content is completely secure 

User friendly & powerful interface design 

PDF

DOCX

TXT

VITRIUM VIEWER

JPG
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Encryption &
Conversion

Process



The Vitrium Viewer offers extensive 
annotation features which are 
customizable (colour, shape, size, scale, 
etc.) and offer a great user experience.

Easily highlight text

Freehand draw to circle or point out 
sections/images

Underline & strikeout sections of text 

Measure distance, perimeter, area, & 
arc with an adjustable ratio

Add different shapes & lines 

Features: Annotations & Comments
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The Vitrium Viewer’s 
commenting features allow 
users to add different types of 
comments and notes.

Add comment boxes to 
specific sections

Add text within the document

Search for comments & notes 
throughout the file

Print comments & notes when 
enabled by DRM settings

Features: Enhanced Annotations
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The Vitrium Viewer provides 
essential search capabilities for a 
better reading experience.

Search for a specific word 
or phrase

See results tab with page 
numbers 

See search terms within 
context 

Search terms automatically 
highlighted in text 

Specific search options for 
granular results

Features: Search Capabilities
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With the Vitrium Viewer your 
end users get many 
customizing features to adjust 
their viewing experience.

View in light or dark mode 

View page thumbnails or table of 
contents 

Choose continuous or page-by-page 
transition 

Adjust page orientation of all or specific 
pages 

Select single, double, or cover-facing 
page layouts

Mix & match features to get a true 
eBook experience  

Features: Customizable Viewing
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The Vitrium Viewer supports multiple file 
formats. Protect large files, complex 
graphs & high resolution images.

Protect images: JPG, PNG, TIFF, BMP, & GIF

Protect documents: PDF, Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint, RTF, TXT, OpenOffice

Secure web viewer output with offline access 
capabilities, page viewing options, & 
annotation features

Protected PDF output for use with Adobe 
Acrobat reader or Acrobat Pro & no plug-ins 
required

Features: Supported File Formats & Browsers
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The Vitrium Viewer supports multiple  
browsers in which your users can 
access and view protected content:

Desktop browsers supported: 
Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Safari

Mobile browsers supported: 
Safari Mobile, Chrome Mobile, 
Firefox Mobile

Features: Supported Browsers
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Benefits: Protection & Ease of Use

The Vitrium Viewer allows you 
to achieve the ideal balance 
between content protection 
and ease of use!

Protect multiple file formats

Keep complete control of your 
content

Provide your users easy 
access anywhere

Avoid the need for plug-ins or 
apps



Learn More Free Demo

Vitrium delivers content protection and digital rights management 
(DRM) software to companies that need to protect their videos, 
documents, images, and audio files. 

With over a million end users worldwide and a range of solutions that 
empower businesses to protect, control, and distribute their content 
in different ways, Vitrium is the preeminent choice for businesses, 
government, educational institutions, and content providers across 
the globe.

Vitrium was the first DRM provider to focus on a “no plug-in, no 
proprietary apps” approach and this is still the #1 reason why 
customers choose Vitrium over other solutions.

About Vitrium

Protect Your Content. Protect Your Business. 

sales@vitrium.com 




